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FORBO’S PORTFOLIO HELPS CONNECT RURAL UNIVERSITY TO
COUNTRYSIDE ROOTS  Situated in the countryside near Milton
Keynes, Cranfield University recently added five new blocks,
including a new central hub for the students, to its campus. As
the communal area was the standout aspect of the project,
Magna Designs Interiors utilised Forbo Flooring Systems’ Flotex
planks and Allura Flex luxury vinyl tiles to help connect the
university to its countryside heritage.  Speaking about the project,
Emma Barnes, Interior Designer at Magna Designs Interiors, said:
“While the five new blocks were a new part of campus, the
university didn’t want them to stand out too much from the
existing buildings. Everything had to fit in and look like it
belonged, whilst still having a contemporary feel. I worked with
the contractor Watkins-Jones to form a basic design idea and
then we got to work. The brief the client gave to me was for a
modern space, one that gave a nod to the nature around them
but also prioritised comfort.”  Magna Designs Interiors went with
what Emma described as a soft industrial design with exposed
pipework in the ceiling and metal framework detailing, but then
opted for something to slightly soften that look for the flooring:
“We needed something that was comfortable but also
hard-wearing and Forbo’s Flotex ticks both those boxes. It almost
doesn’t look like a textile floor covering, especially with the
designs we used for the project, but it provides great underfoot
comfort. We went with this soft industrial look in the communal
area, using Flotex Concrete in the Storm and Cloud colourways.
This provided a really neutral look. While we combined the Storm
and Cloud colourways to break up the design, I knew I wanted to
mix this up even further.   “It’s for this reason that I also used
Flotex by Starck. It has this nice neutral base which fits with the
soft industrial theme, but then transitions from the base grey
shade to a crazy and colourful pattern, which I really enjoyed. I’ve
worked with Flotex before as it’s been around for years now, but
it’s exciting to see how Forbo has reinvented it with their new
designs, especially with their designer ranges like Flotex by
Starck.”  Alongside creating a comfortable and homely feel, Emma
was also tasked with giving a nod to the open green spaces that
surround the campus. She commented: “We wanted to link the
project back to nature, as the university is situated in this
beautiful, peaceful countryside area. I used Forbo’s Allura Flex
planks in the areas where students could sit together on these
sofas, which had earthy tones like browns and greens. It really
brought the outside in and we felt it grounded the place in
nature, which the campus obviously is! The Allura Flex planks
have this lovely wood grain look, which fit in with the overall
design but also helped to break up the greys of the Flotex tiles. I
even used bark from the surrounding trees on some of the walls,
which linked in with the grain of the planks.”  Conscious that
sustainability is high on many specifier’s agendas, this was
another reason behind the specification of Flotex. Flotex is made
using 100% renewable energy and the normal Flotex planks are
made of 49% recycled content by weight, making it a good
sustainable choice. Allura Flex is also made using all renewable
energy and contains 24% recycled content by weight. What’s
more, both ranges have a long-life cycle – key for education
design, where products are needed that can survive for many
years with minimal maintenance or upkeep.  Emma concluded:
“I’m really happy with how the place looks; I feel we definitely
captured the essence of what was requested. Everything came
together very nicely, and I cannot recommend Forbo highly
enough. Elizabeth Bushell, the Account Manager I worked with,
was so helpful and had some constructive ideas, suggesting
products for me to use. I’m still hearing good reports about the
new student central hub now, a year on from completion of that
area of the project, so it’s stood the test of time so far!”  The final
handover of the project was completed in April 2022, but the
communal area was completed over a year ago. Magna Designs
Interiors’ work on the communal student hub saw them win
‘Highly Commended’ at Forbo Flooring Systems’ 2021/2022
Forbo Escapes competition.  For more information about Forbo’s
solutions for the education sector, visit
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/education  or to enter the 2022/23
Forbo Escapes competition, visit
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/forboescapes
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